
Year 6 Sustainability Design Challenge 

 
For this challenge you will be taking an everyday household item and re-designing it so that it is more eco-

friendly and sustainable to help reduce our environmental impact. 

 

What is sustainability? 

Sustainability is not about keeping things as they are - things are not ok now. It’s about the needs of 

people – all of those alive now & future generations. It is about ensuring that there will be enough 

energy, healthy food, clean air and water for everyone on the planet. It is about improving the world and 

then trying to keep it ok for everyone.  It is more important than ever to be conscious of our effect on the 

planet and be thinking about what we can do to protect it.  

 

TASK: Watch this clip: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YseZXKfT_yY 

 

 

To start, let’s look at what the 6 R’s of sustainability are:  

Rethink- can you think about how the house is designed and built to make it more efficient 

and reduce its carbon footprint?  

 

Refuse- are there some materials that you should not use? Should you consider using only 

renewable materials?  

 

Reduce- can you use less materials or those with less packaging and waste? Can you find 

materials with a longer life so that they last longer?  

 

Reuse- can you think about using things differently, so some of the waste products from 

your other materials can be used for something else?  

 

Recycle- could you use as much recycled building materials as possible?  

 

Repair- can you plan for things to last longer or be easy to repair? 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YseZXKfT_yY


TASK: Have a look at some of the items in your house to see which are already eco-friendly. Look out for 

these labels: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TASK: Next choose an everyday item that you think is NOT sustainable and creates a big environmental 

impact. It might be one of these: 

 

How could you improve it to reduce its environmental impact?  

 

Have a look at this for inspiration: 

Small Eco Clock  

Water powered digital eco clock tells date and time and runs on water. 

http://www.myecostore.co.uk/EcoOffice/SmallEcoClock.html 

 

   

TASK: Using one piece of A4 paper (even better if it is recycled) sketch and label your deign so that all its 

environmentally friendly features can be seen and fully understood.  Bring this with you on your first day at 

The Hart School.  

This material is 

capable of being 

recycled  

Recyclable 

Aluminum 

European Symbol 

awarded to products 

that meet a set of 

environmental and 

performance criteria  

Recycle Glass/ 

bottle in a bank 

Recyclable 

Steel 

‘Green Dot’ is not a 

UK recycling symbol 

it is a trademark 

agreement.  

http://www.myecostore.co.uk/EcoOffice/SmallEcoClock.html

